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Background Approach Project

OBJECTIVE:

To understand the differences between employed and unemployed female audience segments in 
lower socio-economic classes across the Hindi speaking belt in North India (Engendered to confirm 
target market and audience demographics)

Specific information areas given as below 

(1) Audience profiling: employed and unemployed females (aspirations, fears, motivations)

(2) Content ecosystem mapping with examples across both audiences 

(3) Content proximity  map between messaging by various organisations (shared by Engendered)  
and that the audience is currently consumer 

(4) Highlight shifts where feasible 
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01 PROFILING EMPLOYED AND 
UNEMPLOYED FEMALE AUDIENCE

Understand the drivers of aspirations 
and anxieties and attitudes in each 
audience set

02 CONTENT FRAMEWORK OF 
EMPLOYED AND 
UNEMPLOYED

Semiotic understanding of the 
genre, tonality and style of 
content. I

Identify areas of differentiation 
and similarities (overlaps) that 
we can leverage for content 
development

03. CONTENT PROXIMITY MAP 

Compare the messaging, tonality and semantics 
of content consumed across the two audience 
segments versus what is communications by 
various companies in India (specific campaigns 
per company to share by Engendered)

04. CONTENT CUES

Develop a content and channel 
cues that are relevant for each 
audience set 

Provide examples of content that 
is relevant vs. not relevant to help 
identify specific cues for 
development for each audience

Quilt.AI’s proprietary 
content and 
communications 
evaluation model 
will be used to understand 
employed versus unemployed  
audiences to increase the 
impact of gender positive 
campaigns to increase 
workforce participation
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EMPLOYED audience segment

• We can identify this through traits and 
signals, or Breakthrough can upload 
their custom audience via a third party 
marketing platform (Facebook 
Business Manager/ Google Adwords)

Fence sitters within 
UNEMPLOYED SEGMENT :
• Identified through a survey 

methodology to determine people 
who are attitudinally ”Fence sitters” 
and scaling these people through a 
lookalike algorithm

Overall, we aim to cover 100,000 data 
points

Qualitative profiling will be done 
through a combination of AI 
pattern recognition and trained 
anthropologists. 

This will sharply define each micro segment 
through psychographic measurements of 

1. anxieties and aspirations,

2. key brands and interest areas

3. 3. attitudes towards gender issues 

PROFILING

The profiling will be supplemented 
with search analytics to help us 
identify the key topics that these 
audiences are interested in 

This will provide more nuanced 
findings for key gender topic areas:

1. Level of understanding and perceptions

1. Type of content they are engaging with

1. Level of interest (sizing) with the topic 

SEARCH ANALYTICSSTARTING SEGMENTS

Scope: ENGENDERED to share be defined before project commences

01 PROFILING EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED FEMALES AUDIENCES  
Understanding their motivations aspirations, fears and anxieties 

Project Management
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Anxieties and aspirations make up the core tenet of one’s 
identity. Fear, frustration, or worry determine the acceptable 
boundaries of how life should be. This also impacts desires, 
goals, and the pathways that one dreams of. 

ATTITUDES 
TOWARDS 
GENDER

ASPIRATIONS

ANXIETIES

These anxieties and aspirations ultimately create the motivation 
and the types of strategies that are used in pursuit of progress 
or success. They determine what is considered positive and 
negative progress in their life and in within their attitudes 
towards gender
It defines the engagement with the category and how they are 
influenced.

These markers of identity ultimately ladder up to actual behavior 
and content consumers within the topicCONTENT ENGAGED WITH 

(INFORMATION, ENTERTAINMENT)

01 PROFILING EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED FEMALES AUDIENCES 
QUILT.AI Profiling Framework

Project Management
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01 PROFILING EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED FEMALES AUDIENCES 
QUILT.AI Profiling Framework Example

Micro 
Segments

Anxieties and 
aspirations

Strategies Lifestyle brands Key Engagement 
with Real Estate

Segment 1 Anxious about 
identity being 
unidimensional, 
aspiring to global 
modernity as key 
identity marker

Keeping up to date 
with international 
brands, 
independent local 
fusion brands, and 
technology

Food: Craft International 
alcohol – Mount Gay, 
Glenlivet
Fashion: Steve Madden 
Tech: Apple, Oppo, 
Samsung

• Interested in 
seafront/nature-ori
ented property
• Close to modern 
malls and 
amenities

Implication Address consumer 
as multifaceted 
and celebrate 
his/her ability to 
play different roles 
and have different 
interests

Help consumers 
stay updated and 
consume 
international & local 
fashion and lifestyle 
trends

Keep them informed of 
new and trending 
brands globally across 
food, fashion, and 
technology

• Highlight 
investment 
potential in 
relation to modern 
status

Beefin up.

It is time we move on 
from @hotdudesreadi

ng and focus on Fat 
Dudes Writing.

.

Works at HSBC
Studied at University 

of Madras
Went to Sri 

Krishnaswamy 
Matriculation Higher 

Secondary School
Lives in Chennai, India
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/HSBC/109645055721602?eid=ARAXhG3Bh4Btc2ToWSUIxzjQlGYxfdJJ--C47-0k0AuaF-3x4vWj7fuXTV5ZEUwv1EYJZP_cDmunvONe&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_work&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/pages/University-of-Madras/107670552589308?eid=ARAfULZBBDvFy4jQeNQONz-k8toVTOat46X_cspHwiTha_WEkuJ3n1f5wTgOoh5hKVtW8YUPjZDTGQhd&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/pages/University-of-Madras/107670552589308?eid=ARAfULZBBDvFy4jQeNQONz-k8toVTOat46X_cspHwiTha_WEkuJ3n1f5wTgOoh5hKVtW8YUPjZDTGQhd&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sri-Krishnaswamy-Matriculation-Higher-Secondary-School/125945600780056?eid=ARBdSkrjOntEDl77wb1oTAW38aVJ_EX1Yo1FFIO99dUEsheTTTTguo7KtMxxvwipReyl9R8kcVn2jzXA&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sri-Krishnaswamy-Matriculation-Higher-Secondary-School/125945600780056?eid=ARBdSkrjOntEDl77wb1oTAW38aVJ_EX1Yo1FFIO99dUEsheTTTTguo7KtMxxvwipReyl9R8kcVn2jzXA&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sri-Krishnaswamy-Matriculation-Higher-Secondary-School/125945600780056?eid=ARBdSkrjOntEDl77wb1oTAW38aVJ_EX1Yo1FFIO99dUEsheTTTTguo7KtMxxvwipReyl9R8kcVn2jzXA&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Sri-Krishnaswamy-Matriculation-Higher-Secondary-School/125945600780056?eid=ARBdSkrjOntEDl77wb1oTAW38aVJ_EX1Yo1FFIO99dUEsheTTTTguo7KtMxxvwipReyl9R8kcVn2jzXA&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_education&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Chennai-India/112621745415708?eid=ARC3I674PNboY8m1H_5ne1e6HPbZkfsjT48bFdwkN6WT4BbREcYqUid_86ZWcosQ3OhImDxcvBU3FY1O&timeline_context_item_type=intro_card_current_city&timeline_context_item_source=100001425627907&fref=tag
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QUILT.AI Profiling Framework Example

The following example shows the areas of concern with regards to 
Abortion for the younger female population in a North Indian 
state.

In addition to sizing, specific search terms enable us to determine 
the attitudinal issues to be solved.

Eg. “Meaning” keywords:
Aborsn definition 
abortion meaning in Urdu
E.g. “Method” Keywords:
How abortion is Done
how abortion will do
E.g. “Timeline” Keywords:
How long abortion
When months abortion

Confusion surrounding the idea and practice of abortion also 
manifested in searches for abortion content in video and illustration 
forms. 

Project Management

01 PROFILING EMPLOYED AND UNEMPLOYED FEMALES AUDIENCES 
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02 CONTENT FRAMEWORK OF EACH PROFILE
Identify the similarities and differences in genre, tonality, styling between the two audiences and 
recommend semiotic cues for content development 

Here we will understand the media 
landscape of each of the profiles. 

This will be done by taking multiple types 
of communication data: 

1. the data from the previous phase, and 
extracting all the traits and 
communication that all our  profiles 
engage with, 

2. viral gender / purpose driven 
campaigns in the last year.

This landscape will then be clustered using 
our technology – helping us understand how 
the segments currently consume content, 
and what types of content resonate with 
them. 

Also understand key behaviour traits and 
engagement drivers. 

AI CLUSTERING

A semiotics research analysis team will then do 
an audit of communication clusters, to 
understand the genres, formats, tones of voice, 
settings, design codes etc. 

This will also include sourced of influence: e.g. 
family, peer, brands, experiences

This will be done for each of the profiles, giving us 
sharp directional cues 

COMMUNICATION 
SEMIOTICSSEGMENTING

Project Management
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02 CONTENT FRAMEWORK OF EACH PROFILE
Content and communication proximity mapping

Example: Content universe of 16 segments, across 8000 brand 
communications – organized basis messaging proximity for a bank   

Landscape mapping is done by scoring communication that the 
different segments sees and engages with. 

This content will be converted into a 3 dimensional space to further 
understand relationships with each other based on high level or 
near imperceptible differences such as content type, concept, 
sequence, lighting, mode, method, text, language, demographic, 
origin and this will give us a score from a proximity perspective to 
other content.  

Project Management
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02 CONTENT FRAMEWORK OF EACH PROFILE
Content and communication semiotic decoding

Colours & Textures:
• Muted ‘classic’ colours such as black, gold, amber, combined with bright bold colours eg. neon, 
orange, purple, deep blues
• Shiny matte textures that highlight sophistication and muted modernity

Tonality:
Classy: highlighting discernment, taste, style, gentlemanly sophistication

Formats:
Infographic formats that are easy to share  - memes, articles, comics

Messaging angle:
Highlight that they are in the ‘prime’ of consumerist enjoyment – ability to appreciate fine things

Lifestyle brands and services
Electronic, tech brands such as Apple, LG, and entertainment services such as Escape Room, PVR 
cinemas

EXAMPLE OUTPUT
COMMUNICATION CUES: CODE A

Project Management



Thank you!
pooja@quilt.ai


